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Once Again, the Status of the Rotator Cuff Does Not Correlate with Patient Symptoms

Commentary on an article by James D. Wylie, MD, MHS, et al.: “Mental Health Has a Stronger Association with Patient-Reported Shoulder Pain and

Function Than Tear Size in Patients with Full-Thickness Rotator Cuff Tears”

Michael Khazzam, MD

Decision-making strategies for the appropriate treatment of patients with symptomatic, atraumatic, full-thickness rotator cuff tears
are becoming increasingly difficult. It is becoming clear that symptoms of rotator cuff tears do not correlate with disease severity.
There have been several recent studies attempting to define a relationship of rotator cuff tears with symptoms such as pain and
patient-reported outcome measures1-3.

In this Level-II prospective cohort study, Wylie et al. evaluated 169 patients and examined the relationship between
rotator cuff tear severity on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (number of tendons torn, tear size, tear retraction, and tear
area) and patient-reported outcomes, pain, and mental health as measured by the Short Form-36 Mental Component
Summary (SF-36 MCS) score. The authors pose two important questions regarding the association of rotator cuff tear
morphology and patient-reported outcome measures: How does mental health as assessed by the SF-36 MCS correlate with
shoulder function and rotator cuff tear severity; and is tear morphology more likely associated with patient-reported
shoulder function than pain, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) scores, or Simple Shoulder Test (SST) scores?
Interestingly, the SF-36 MCS correlated with the visual analog scale (VAS) for pain, SSTscore, and ASES score (all p < 0.001)
but morphologic measures of tear severity generally did not (p > 0.05 except for the association of tear retraction with the
SST).

The Multicenter Orthopaedic Outcome Network (MOON) Shoulder Group1 performed a Level-III cross-sectional cohort
study of pretreatment data and found that no anatomic measure of rotator cuff tear severity—including number of tendons (p =
0.5), amount of retraction (p = 0.9), humeral head migration (p = 0.3), or amount of fatty infiltration (p = 0.4)—was associated
with pain. The group did find that an increasing number of medical comorbidities (p = 0.002), race (p = 0.041), and lower
education level (p = 0.004) correlate with increased VAS for pain. Harris et al.2 also performed a prospective Level-III cohort study
analyzing pretreatment data of theMOON Shoulder Group to determine which factors were associated withworse patient-reported
outcomes, including ASES andWestern Ontario Rotator Cuff (WORC) index scores. That study found that tear size, tear retraction,
and superior humeral head migration did not correlate with patients’ pain and were not associated with worse ASES or WORC
index scores. The presence of atrophy of the supraspinatus (p = 0.04) and infraspinatus (p = 0.003) was associated with lower
patient-reported outcomes.

The results of these studies are all in agreement that morphologic tear characteristics are not correlated with pain or patient-
reported outcome measures, but may be more directly correlated with shoulder physical function. Interestingly, in the current
study, Wylie et al. found, using multivariate regression models, that improving SF-36 MCS scores by 15 to 20 points would lead to a
clinically important change in pain, ASES score, and SST score. These data identify a patient-related adjustable factor that can be
addressed by improving mental health to aid in the treatment of rotator cuff disease. The primary limitation of the current study
includes selection bias, as only 39% of eligible subjects were actually enrolled in the study.

The authors provide further evidence that the status of the rotator cuff is not the primary variable that results in patient
symptom severity or decline in shoulder-specific health-related quality of life. Future well-designed, prospective cohort studies are
needed to identify what is the primary cause of symptoms in patients with rotator cuff tears and why some tears remain
asymptomatic.
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